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6. Connect the story of the Passover liberation story to other freedom stories, past or present,
political and/or psychological (such as freedom from negative patterns). If there are particular
struggles that people attending your seder would relate to (such as the struggle for
independence in India if an Indian woman will attend), be sure to mention them. Or discuss
ten “plagues” that we face today. This discussion may engage your partner, children and
friends.
7. Have fun. Seders can be relaxed and informal. According to Ron Wolfson, a leading Jewish
educator and the author of Passover: The Family Guide to Spiritual Celebration (Jewish Lights
Publishing), some families add favorite songs that children learn in religious school, such as
"Go Down, Moses," "One Day When Pharaoh Awoke in His Bed," and others. A favorite
parody is Only Nine Chairs by Deborah Uchill Miller (Kar-Ben Copies), a hilarious account of
a family seder. For more tips on having fun at your seder, visit this URL:
http://www.interfaithfamily.com/article/issue106/wolfson.phtml.
8. Don’t forget the children. Traditional seders may have only three highlights for children: the
Four Questions, the Ten Plagues, and the search for the afikomen. Non-Jewish children
attending seders may only pay attention to the last two. Some families have created a "Pat the
Bunny"-type hagaddah for young children, using coloring sheets and cotton balls on pictures of
sheep, sandpaper on pictures of bricks of the pyramids, grape scratch-and-sniff stickers on
pictures of the kiddush cups. Some even give children "goody bags" filled with Passover
symbols, frog stickers, even moist towelettes for the inevitable spills of wine.
9. After the seder, talk with your family about the ways in which they felt comfortable and
uncomfortable. Find ways to diminish any discomfort for the coming year’s seder.

